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Nonagon’s Central Combat Bureau was surrounded by densely packed war equipment, combat vehicles, and
various defense combatants. Inside the bureau were various buildings with many personnel going in and out,
as well as vehicles driving back and forth.

Looking down from high altitude, this central combat zone was like an impregnable city surrounded by tight
security with sentries, guards, and combatants patrolling everywhere.

The surrounding steel concrete walls were tens of meters high. They were densely packed with combat
weapons such as anti-aircraft guns and high-speed machine guns. Over the sky, helicopters patrolled
constantly.

In the surrounding training grounds, many men and women in green uniforms carried out daily training
courses.

At this time, inside a tall dark gray building of about five or six floors.

In District Three, Surveillance Office Number Six.

“Report! A huge energy fluctuation has appeared over Hampton in Charbury!” A woman wearing a green

combat uniform held the analysis report in her hand and announced to her captain.

The captain had a burly figure and was also wearing a green combat uniform. There was a badge on his chest
and a nameplate shaped like a turtle shell on his arm with the words ‘Turtle Combat Squad’ written below.

The man, with a beard and a stern face, was observing a dozen electronic devices in front of him. He asked in
a cold voice, “What does the surveillance result show?”



The woman immediately replied, “Captain, according to the surveillance data, two energy fluctuations have
appeared over the city of Hampton in Charbury, which have exceeded the critical value and are still rising.
The results show that it’s the energy fluctuation of the Swords of Kingship.”

Hiss!

The entire office suddenly fell silent!

Everyone stared at the woman, utterly shocked!

The Swords of Kingship?

Was she referring to the Swords of Kingship that only appeared when the kings of disciples unleashed their
power?

In that case, were there two kings of disciples fighting in Hampton?

The man in green uniform also gasped and asked, “Are you sure it’s the Swords of Kingship?”

“Yes!” the woman replied.

The captain quickly ordered, “Mobilize the Satnav-3 satellite and see what‘s happening in Hampton!”

“Yes!”

In an instant, several staff members immediately operated the electronic equipment and acquired the satellite
images. Soon, the satellite image of the scene over Hampton appeared in everyone’s eyes!



Two Swords of Kingship hung in the air!

A layer of cold sweat emerged on the captain’s forehead. He inhaled sharply and immediately said, “Continue
to monitor the energy value closely. I’ll report to the chief!”

Simon Greene understood what it meant when two Swords of Kingship appeared in the sky.

Once a rampage between two kings of disciples took place, the consequences would be unimaginable. It would
be a total disaster!

The plans laid out by Nonagon over the past decades would fail and they would be completely exposed to the
world!

Thus, Simon could not care less about planning anything out in detail. He turned around, pushed open the
metal glass door, and went straight to the management office on the top floor.

Pushing open the heavy door, Simon hurried in and saluted the middle-aged man behind the desk who was
buried in a book. He said, “Reporting to the chief, there’s a huge energy fluctuation over Hampton in
Charbury. According to the data test results and satellite images, two Swords of Kingship have appeared over
Hampton!”

Smack!

The middle-aged man who was immersed in his book heard Simon’s report. The nib of the pen in his hand
snapped off!

Then, he stood up abruptly with a tense gaze as his hands pressed on the table. With a face full of shock, he
stared at Simon and asked, “Swords of Kingship? Are you sure?”



Simon handed over the data report with both hands and said, “Chief Montgomery, this is the energy
fluctuation data monitoring report.We are 100% sure that two kings of disciples are locked in a conflict right

now. Moreover, the energy of one of them fluctuates greatly from high to low. It has broken through the
highest critical value several times. There’s a possibility that the kingship power may run amok!”
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